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Autumn Newsletter 2016

I think my favourite moment of the first half of the
autumn term is signing off the personal statements for
students putting in their university applications.

relationships to help with communication, I have
discovered that this is also one of the most valuable
tools to help in their treatment.”

So I’m going to show you just two examples of students
(selected from many exceptional options).

Reading just the smallest snippets from just two of our
students showed me how much they can and do achieve
here at the UTC. Sure, the work is hard, the hours are
long, and it is not handed to you on a plate – but the
rewards of living your dreams, showing your true
capabilities and proving you can are immense.

In Yam’s time with us she recognised an early interest in
engineering through attending a masterclass on the
Applications of Nanoengineering. From there, she
managed to secure summer school places at both the
University of Aberdeen and the University of Cambridge.
She also volunteered for the University of Liverpool
Physics Olympics, which comprised 5 events requiring a
mixture of teamwork, problem solving and time
management. She took a leading role in a Sensor
Project, designing, building and testing a measure of the
pH of liquids and she completed a Nuffield Project,
entitled “Enabling Additive Manufacturing.” Yam said
“These projects allowed me to briefly experience life as
an engineer – and I want more.”
Charlotte has been equally busy. She was inspired by the
life changing story of a HIV patient at one of our UTC
Transmits seminar afternoons to follow a career in
medicine. She has participated in work placements and
volunteering where she engaged with patients with liver
conditions. She also talked of her current role as a care
assistant in a mental health unit.
“Working back to back 12 hour shifts, being scratched,
punched, kicked, bitten and covered in every bodily fluid
imaginable has brought home to me the realities of the
patient: carer interaction. By natural inclination, I sought
to get to know the residents personally and developed
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Ian Parry, Principal
Student View
My name is Steph and I’m new to the UTC this year. I
came from Childwall Sports and Science Academy and
my first weeks at the school have been great. I have
made many new amazing friends who have the same
interests and want to go in the same field of work as me.
I feel that the UTC is really original and that I have the
best advantage because there is no other school like this
one. The amount of experience we are given to prepare
for going into work is amazing. I have already been for
an interview with the Royal Liverpool Hospital to do
volunteering. The teachers are so helpful and care about
how you’re doing in class. I never feel stuck. The best
thing about this school is everyone wants to learn and
get involved in the lessons.
I really made the right choice in coming to the UTC.
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The start of the UTC journey #UTCWEEK1
After a successful summer with a flurry of exceptional
exam results, planning and preparation we have kicked
off our fourth academic year at Liverpool Life Sciences
UTC. We have welcomed our new cohort of Year 10 and
Year 12 students, not the only ones feeling a bit nervous
and a bit new, but all very excited for the year ahead.
Year 10 kicked off their
first week in the cinema
in true UTC style where
they were treated to a
sustainable living
masterclass from
Director of Farm Urban,
Dr Paul Myers. Paul gave students the chance to see his
amazing TED talk live to introduce the context of our
project for the week – sustainable farming. What
followed was an immersive introduction to the Floating
Garden challenge, a project which challenged students
to design and build their own floating farms, similar to
those used in the wetlands of Bangladesh to reduce
famine and malnutrition during monsoon season.
Students then spent time in the innovation labs where
they explored the science behind floating farms and
began to test their ideas in a variety of conditions.
Day two proved to be even more exciting as students
visited the Liverpool University Guild of Students. The
Green Guild team took students to see the rooftop
hydro garden, bee
hives and state-of-theart recycling facilities.
The team were also onhand to offer advice on
the floating garden
challenge. In the
afternoon students
then set about building their floating gardens.
Students spent their final day showcasing and testing
their models. Staff and students judged each system for
functionality and design. The winning project was
showcased in assembly.
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Year 12 began their first
week with a chance to
embrace the specialisms of
the UTC through projects
around the theme of
feeding a growing world.
Students looked at the effects of malnutrition,
sustainable food production and modification of crops.
Wellbeing was the focus of day two for Year 12.
Students were treated to a host of workshops and
activities, beginning the morning with growth mindset,
mindfulness and meditation sessions and exploring the
science behind wellbeing.
On Friday morning students spent time with the careers
team to discuss their plans for the future. In the
afternoon they attended the UTC Enrichment Fair where
they explored our range of extracurricular activities.
After the fair students headed over to Constellations for
the Year 12 Student Social. Students had an amazing
time making new
friends. We were
also treated to an
amazing solo
performance from
one of our students,
as she sang to the
whole year!
Principal, Mr Parry reflected on the first week:
“What a beginning. At the end of the first couple of
weeks I’ve been blown away by our new students.
Talent, enthusiasm, spark. So much more.
I have loved watching you settle, test us out, find out
how and where you fit at the UTC. I’ve loved watching
you tackle problems and take to the stage and shine.
Perhaps most of all, I’ve loved helping you to think
about your future and see how your decision to join us
here will get you there. And now I can’t wait to help you
achieve it.”
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UTC in the City
It has been a whirlwind 7 weeks and as we are going into
the second term we can’t thank the students enough for
really giving all they have got to their studies.
Because we recognise how hard our students work, we
wanted to dedicate some time each week to getting the
students to step away from purely academic study and
really experience the world around them. Taking
advantage of our city centre location we realised there
was a plethora of cultural engagement opportunities
right on our doorstep. And so, taking inspiration
Liverpool we developed a five week programme that
introduced Year 10 and Year 11 to the wide and the
wonderful of the city.
Year 10 began with a team building watersports session
down on the docks, where they built rafts and had a
chance to play on the water inflatables. In the weeks
that followed the year separated into three groups, to
give them the best individual experience of each
attraction. On rotation the students got to visit Liverpool
Medical Institution which having been formed in 1799, is
one of the city’s oldest centres of medical study. Today
the institution “exists to foster an environment for
furthering medical and health education and
knowledge.” It was a great opportunity, especially for
our aspiring Medicine and Dentistry students to see the
rich history of healthcare in the city that they are
starting out in.
The students in Year 10 also visited the University of
Liverpool’s Garstang Museum which has one of the most
important collection of antiquities in the UK. Students
were fortunate to get a hands on experience with some
of their historic artefacts and learnt a bit more about the
grim, but astounding mummification process. Finally
they went to the Victoria Gallery and Museum to see the
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‘Phantom Limb’ exhibition, and were given a guided tour
by artist Tabitha Moses. ’Phantom Limb’ formed part of
the Liverpool Biennial and was an interactive exhibition
focussing on medicine, memory and the treatment
process. In addition, for our budding psychologists, it
looked at the psychological impact of the treatment
process. A very thought provoking and reflective
moment for the students involved in the visit.
Year 11 had a similar series of experiences, engaging
with the best of the city.
During their rotating programme the students got to
grips with Chinese culture and mandarin language with
support from the Confucius Institute at the University of
Liverpool. They continued their engagement of global
themes with a visit to the World Museum where they
particularly took interest in the Bug House which
included life models, interactive displays and even a
two-metre animatronic fly!
The students were also fortunate enough to visit two of
Liverpool’s most iconic cultural buildings, the Tate
Liverpool on Albert Dock and RIBA Sterling Prize winner
the Everyman Theatre. Whilst at the Tate, students were
introduced to the standing collection, receiving a guided
tour from a member of gallery staff. Similarly at the
Everyman students learnt more about the iconic
theatres history, receiving a tour of the stage and
behind the scenes areas as well as doing workshops on
Shakespeare and more modern theatre, building their
confidence and wider cultural experiences.
It was a really exciting, and innovative programme and
we were so pleased to introduce some of the cities
brightest cultural assets to the students, for some
potentially developing budding part-time mandarin
speakers or contemporary art critics.
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Student visit RRS Discovery
This term, a group of UTC students visited Royal
Research Ship Discovery currently docked at Peel Port.
The trip was organised by the Liverpool John Moores
University (LJMU)
Outreach team,
The Challenger
Society for Marine
Science and the
National
Oceanography
Centre (NOC).
Students began the day with a brief introduction about
the ship from Professor Ed Hill, Executive Director of the
NOC. He explained where and when the ship was built,
why it was currently docked in Liverpool and some of
the fascinating research voyages it has completed.
Throughout the day students visited a series of
workshops lead by PHD students. The first of which
explored the effect carbon dioxide levels have on marine
life and the wider food chain.
Following on from the workshop, it was time for
students to head down to the dock and make their way
to the ship. Once on-board RSS Discovery, students were
initially met by the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Roz
Gladden where they discussed a marine science project
they had recently investigated.
Afterwards, the LJMU
Outreach team invited
students on a tour of
the ship. The tour
began with a visit to
the bridge where
students gained an
insight into RSS
Discovery’s navigational systems. They were also invited
to don the captain’s cap and sit in the captain’s chair!
Students then headed down into the ship’s research
laboratories. This part of the tour was a brilliant
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opportunity for students to discover some of the
amazing work carried out by the research team whilst
out on a voyage.
Moving on from the laboratories students headed up to
the top deck where they were able to view some of the
machinery and tools used by the research teams. They
also had the opportunity to try on the suits worn by
researchers whilst out on deck!
Once the tour of the ship was completed students
headed back inside for the second workshop of the day.
This time, students explored the effect plastic waste has
on marine animals and discovered what they can do to
help prevent pollution of the world’s oceans.
After a quick lunch, a panel of marine biologists, PHD
students and the captain of RSS Discover answered
questions from our students. This proved extremely
useful as students gained an insight of the best routes
into the marine biology world.
Following on from
the question and
answer session it
was time for
students to
present their
posters to the
expert judges.
Three groups of students had produced research posters
giving information on different marine science topics,
including the inbreeding of seals, plastic waste in the
ocean and the effect of microbeads.
A marine biochemist commented on the student’s work
– “The level of detail and referencing within each poster
is brilliant. They wouldn’t look out of place at a marine
science conference.”
After some consideration, judges selected the
microbeads project as the winner. The winning group
were awarded with a first-place prize, whilst the other
two groups were awarded with runners-up prizes.
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North West Volunteer of the Year

Belgium Trip

Erin, a Year 13 student at the UTC has won the North
West Volunteer of the Year award for her work as a child
and adult substance
misuse worker with
Addaction, one of the UK’s
leading and largest
specialist drug, alcohol
and mental health
treatment charities.

In the half term we
took a group of
students on a History
trip to Belgium. The
trip was a fantastic
experience and gave
the students a real
insight into their
recent studies.

Erin initially undertook a placement at Addaction, where
she was able to see first-hand the assessment of young
people receiving support with their addictions as well as
visiting schools to educate young people around drug
and alcohol use. Since then, she has been volunteering
at Brook, one of Addaction’s partner agencies delivering
a variety of sessions teaching children about different
family types and diversity, avoiding homophobic
language in schools and running sessions with young
girls on self-esteem and self-confidence.

The students all left and
headed for Dover where
they boarded a ferry to Calais. The trip included a visit to
a battlefield, which students thoroughly enjoyed, a stop
off at Essex Farm, the Yorkshire Trench, Langemark &
Tyne Cot cemetery and of course a visit to a chocolate
shop!

Erin said “I would now love to specialise as a social
worker working in substance misuse problems or with
young offenders so have applied to University to study
Social Work. In the future I hope to run a rehabilitation
centre for drug addicts.
“I find it so rewarding working with such a marginalized
group of people and seeing their lives changing for the
better. I never expected to win such an amazing award
and I am so thankful and happy”.

Past student publishing success
Sarah Bennett, a previous student at the UTC is set to
have her first published scientific paper following a
summer placement. Her paper will be in the next edition
of the Journal of General Virology and is titled “Genetic
Mutations in Live Infectious Bronchitis Vaccine Viruses
following single or Dual In Vitro Infection of Tracheal
Organ Cultures”. Sarah said “I am extremely proud of it
and without the UTC I wouldn’t have known anything
about the Nuffield placement”.
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The trip was a fantastic chance for our students to put
into reality what they have been studying in their
lessons recently and see it first-hand.

Students research Cooking and Pneumonia Links
A group of students have taken
part in a project with Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine to
research Cooking and
Pneumonia. The study involves
10,000 children from across
villages in Malawi. Half of the
families were given two cleaner
burning cookstoves to see if the new stoves stopped
children getting pneumonia, a major death in this group.
As part of the project
students built huts
resembling Malawian
houses to demonstrate the
safer cookstoves. Students
showcased their work and
joined a panel of speakers
to report on their findings at the Union Conference.
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India trip
This summer 20 students from the UTC raised £52,000
to travel to Ladakh in northern India to support the
Lotus Flower Trust, a charity which helps young people
through education and
homes in some of the
poorest parts of the
country. The trip was
part of the Young
Leadership Challenge,
which was established to
give young people the opportunity to undertake a
significant project which provided the opportunity for
teamwork, leadership and adventure.
Firstly, using £10,000 of the money raised the students
were able to work with local builders in the village of
Takmachik. Students got directly involved in helping to
dig and lay the earthquake-proof foundations for the
anganwadi. This facility will eventually mean local
agricultural workers are able to leave their children in
education whilst they work. The means that children are
70% more likely to stay in education as opposed to
beginning work in the fields with their parents.
The school was also left with the foundations for an
anganwadi (shelter) which will last generations and help
hundreds of children.
The villagers threw a
celebration party with an
afternoon of singing,
dancing and playing with
the children.
The students then faced
the Math La Pass Trek,
500m above sea level. The aim was to reach the top of
the third highest pass in the Himalayas.
After three long hard days, facing hot rocky
surroundings and a few river crossings, the group finally
reached the top of the pass. Students had to work as a
team supporting each other. The achievement was thick
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in the air as
students shared
the joy of three
days of work and
little oxygen. The
trek was
completed on the
fourth day when the group made their way through the
winding sandstone valleys down into the village of Stok
and headed back to Leh to recover.
During the trip, the group travelled from Delhi to the
holy city of Amritsar. They got to see the Golden Temple
and the kitchens which serve 25,000 free meals per day.
They also visited the Wagah India-Pakistani border to
see the flag lowering ceremony where several of the
female students were able to ‘run’ the flag in front of
2,000 people. Whilst in Delhi, the group visited the
Fortis hospital, a wealthy private clinic in the shopping
district near Gurgaon.
Finally, on the last day, the group were able to visit Agra,
a poor city south of Delhi and home to the Taj Mahal.
They saw the booming tourist trade, particularly for
newly wealthy Indians.
Gemma, a student on
the trip said “I got an
experience of a lifetime.
The whole trip was
filled with amazing
experiences. Although I
found it difficult being
away from home and
learning how to interact with a different set of people
the highs of the trip made the slight struggles worth it.
To reach 5000m was not something I thought I could
ever achieve before this trip so the feeling at the top
was incredible and something I hope I get to repeat one
day. I did get the chance to develop some friendships
which I believe will last a long time.”
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